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Abstract: While software development requires automated testing skills, there are few opportunities for
test education during a novice programming learning phase. Therefore, we constructed a learning support
system that can conduct an exercise to analyze and improve program design from the viewpoint of
Testability in the design of the component to be tested. However, our previous system did not support
design improvement using mock techniques, and the method of improvement that learners could choose
was limited. Therefore, in this paper, we extended the system to support learning for analyzing and
improving the design of the test target component with mock techniques. We experimented to evaluate the
learning effect of the system whether the learners increase their skills of analyzing and improving the
design of test target components, even in the situation where applying object-oriented design principles are
required for the learners.
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mock

1. Introduction
In recent years, as the software has become larger and more complex, the importance of program
verification has increased. While knowledge and practical skills for testing are required, there are few
opportunities for testing education at early programming learning stages, such as the college study of
computer science. Therefore, research have been conducted to support the learning and implementation
of unit test automation, such as Arcuri, Fraser, and Galeotti (2014) and Proulx and Jossey (2009).
Noguchi, Ihara, Kogure, Yamashita, Konishi, and Itoh (2019) developed the Testability
Learning System (TLS), which supports the learning of the designs of test target components, focusing
on the index of Testability organized by Bach (1999). By using TLS, learners can acquire how to design
testable components in two phases: analysis phase and improvement phase. In the first phase, the
learners analyze the causes of difficulties to test the test target component. In the second phase, the
learners improve the designs of the component based on the causes analyzed. In both phases, the
learners complete the tasks with the guiding of predefined feedbacks from the system. However, TLS
does not support mock techniques thereby limiting design improvement methods.
There are two problems with the lack of methods of improvement with mock techniques. First,
learners must decide from limited candidates for the methods of improvement for the analyzed cause
and it causes that learners narrow the understanding of the relationship between the cause and the
appropriate component design that solves the cause. Second, the test target components to be practiced
are limited because some components are difficult to be tested without mock techniques. For instance, a
component that receives essential data through calling an external API is a lack of Controllability, when
specific data are required to invoke the component’s behavior to be tested. If learners cannot use mock
techniques, they can choose only a method of improvement that moves the codes of calling the external
API to the outside of the component and prepares some interfaces of the component to be set every
essential data (e.g. setters, method parameters, etc.). The limitation of methods of improvement has two
problems mentioned above. Learners who learned the method as only a choice to improve the lack of
controllability cannot notice that the method makes the component depend on other components by

overusing control coupling. Also, a component that uses different data based on the condition of the
component cannot be considered as a sample component at the learning. In this case, the component
cannot sustain the provided function because the method moves most code fragments to out of the
component. Moreover, most components excluding simple codes only for programming exercises
categorized as such components.
Redefinition, polymorphism, and dynamic binding are important features of object-oriented
design for testable components by using mock techniques (hereinafter, "OOD features"), and many
researchers have conducted on the difficulty of the learning and some educational methods (e.g.,
Or-Bach, & Lavy, 2004; Hadar, & Leron, 2008; Arif, 2000; Bergin, 2003; Schmolitzky, 2006; Benaya,
& Andzur, 2008; Alkazemi, & Grami, 2012; Daniel, 2019). Therefore, it is important to provide some
supports to understand and utilize the OOD features while they analyze and improve the design of the
test target components.
In this paper, we extended previous TLS so that learners can analyze and improve the design of
the test target component with mock techniques. The extended TLS prepares the learning flow for
supporting such analysis and improvement, and the system can support the learners in completing the
flow. We conducted experiments to evaluate the extended system and verify the learning effects of the
extended portion from the experimental results.

2. Related Works
For the learning and implementation of unit test automation, many research focused on the testing
components to reduce the design/implementation costs (e.g., Schroeder, & Rothe, 2005; Allowatt, &
dwards, 2005; Teixeira, & Silva, 2018). As for the practice for early programmers with the design of the
test target components, there are some cases that Test Driven Development (TDD) activities used in a
programming exercise (e.g., Janzen, & Saiedian, 2008; Funabiki, Matsushima, Nakanishi, Watanabe, &
Amano, 2013). In these practices, however, their students are often provided sample projects including
full set of automated unit tests. It means that testing/tested component design is provided for students
and they focused on implementing the behaviors of the tested components and adding extra test cases.
There are some research to support TDD activities for early programmers, such as Johnson and Kou
(2007). As mentioned above, these research do not focus on supporting learning of design and
implementation for the test target component.
In this paper, we extended TLS (Noguchi, et al., 2019) for supporting learners to improve their
design of components with mock techniques. We summarize the purpose and functions of the previous
TLS and clarify our contributions in this paper. The previous TLS focused on three indicators of
Testability—Controllability, Observability, and Decomposability—that are related to the interface
design of the component to be tested. Figure 1 shows the relationship between the three indicators and
automated testing. Controllability is an indicator of whether the test driver can control the test target
component to cause its behavior to be tested. Observability is an indicator of whether the test driver can
observe the test target component’s behavior to be tested. Decomposability is an indicator of whether
the test target component consists of only the codes to be tested.

Figure 1. Testability Indicators

In the previous TLS, learners can choose an exercise whose sample program code includes a
test target component with some difficulties to be tested, and the learners analyze the causes of the
difficulties and improve the design of the test target component to resolve the difficulties to be tested.
The learners can improve the design based on their analyzed causes of the difficulties by choosing the
methods of improvement provided by the system. At each step of the analysis and design improvement,
the system evaluates the learners’ choices and provides feedback. When the learners completed the
steps, their improved program code can be downloaded as an Eclipse project, and the learners can
confirm whether they can write automated tests for the improved test target component in Eclipse by
executing the automated tests. However, the previous TLS cannot provide methods of improvement
with mock techniques, because the TLS focused on the learners at early programming learning stages
who have not learned the OOD features that are essential for using the methods.
Regarding the difficulties in learning the OOD features, Liberman, Beeri, and Kolikant (2011)
analyzed an object-oriented programming course where 22 in-service CS teachers whose programming
mother tongue was procedural (Pascal, C, or Basic) learned object-oriented programming. Then, they
categorized the difficulties in learning inheritance into four clusters: one, by not presenting a clear
model, participants develop their model for a new situation from past knowledge, etc.; two, by
explaining it with similar concepts that learners are familiar with, they stumble during implementation;
three, by confusing inheritance of the is-a relation with the composition of the has-a relation; and four,
by assuming that an object of a class exists when the definition of the class is written, even before
executing construction code for the object. In our study, we provide learners an obvious design model
that satisfies Testability to support automated testing. Moreover, both the correctness of its design and
the implementations can be evaluated according to whether the automated testing can be applied or not.
Thus, in our study, learners can avoid the first and the second difficulties because they are guided by the
obvious design model and teachers are not required to explain design principles by using similar
concepts that learners are familiar with. As for the third and fourth difficulties, learners are supported by
providing feedback from the system about the design and implementation errors.
Nandigam, Tao, Gudivada, and Hamou-Lhadj (2010) proposed that unit testing using a mock
object framework is an effective practical subject for teaching object-oriented design principles. They
organized the learning of object-oriented design principles using the mock object framework into four
elements of instruction: the design must have an associated with unit test class, one must first prepare
interface specification for a unit, the designer of each unit must strive to use interfaces instead of
concrete classes, and everything that an object needs are passed into the object either as a parameter to
the constructor or using an appropriate setter method. Whereas they aimed at learning object-oriented
design principles, our study aimed at learning design concepts and practical techniques for improving
component design based on Testability. Also, object-oriented design principles are only one of the
necessary elements as the design improvement method. In our study, the mock object framework is a
selectable element as one of the methods of design improvement when the learners themselves evaluate
the component design based on the criteria of Testability. If the design improvement by the mock object
framework is effective, they should choose it; otherwise, they should choose a different design proposal.
Moreover, since our proposed system covers the four main learning items Nandigam, et al. proposed, it
may be able to be positioned as an educational support system of training developers in the
object-oriented design principles the researchers proposed.

3. Learning Support Strategies for Design Improvement with Mock
3.1 Difficulties for Design Improvement with Mock
The OOD features enable developers to change the behavior of the invoked method without modifying
the method name in code. It means that a developer can design a component that can be worked on a
production purpose and a testing purpose without changing the codes of the component. As for the
typical design for such components, Figure 2 shows a common design example used in testing
frameworks such as mockito. Suppose that it is designed so that the behavior of the method to be tested
on the test target component (“TestTargetMethod” in Figure 2) can be changed from the testing
component (“Testing Component”) without modifying the code of the test target component. As for
exchanging the production purpose and the testing purpose of the test target component, the test target

component can use the production component and the mock via the common interface
(“FunctiontoReplace” in “Interface”). The method to be tested invokes these components through the
common interface, not using the concrete name of these components (“Production Component” and
“Mock”). Additionally, the method to be tested can accept a parameter of the common interface (“obj:
Interface” in “Test Target Component”) which enables the testing component to insert the concrete
component for the purpose (“Production Component” or “Mock”).

Figure 2. Design example with mock
Regarding the difficulties for novice programming learners, they must learn the OOD features
as their new knowledge, design the components based on these OOD features to realize automated
testing, and modify the codes to realize the design of components from the original component which
has difficulties of Controllability and/or Observability. In contrast with the learners’ situations of the
previous TLS, there are major design changes from the original sample components, and collaborations
of some part of design changes realize a part of testable features of the component. Thus, the learners
sometimes lost steps in their improvement process; they cannot identify the design of components in
their specific step; they cannot understand what part of design changes realizes a part of testable
features of the component. As the result, it often happened that learners cannot notice their mistakes in
the design changes themselves.

3.2 Design Improvement Process with Mock
We summarized the design improvement process with a mock with the following 6 steps:
Step 1. Choosing code fragments in the test target method should be replaced by a mock object that
assigns parameters invoking the behavior to be tested or observes the results of the behavior to
be tested.
Step 2. Defining the interface of the method invoked from the test target method that is commonly used
in a production component and a mock.
Step 3. Moving the corresponding code fragments chosen at Step 1 into the production component, and
change the invoking the production component via the interface defined in Step 2 from the test
target component.
Step 4. Adding a parameter of the common interface into the test target method (or into the constructer
of the test target component) to enable the testing component to insert a concrete object
(“Production Component” or “Mock”).
Step 5. Defining a mock object implemented based on the common interface, and, implementing the
mock object based on the difficulties in the original test target component as it assigns
parameters invoking the behavior to be tested or it observes the results of the behavior to be
tested.
Step 6. Implementing the testing component that invokes the behavior of the test target method and
verifies the responses of the method via inserted mock object.
At the end of Step 4, the design of components has been improved to enable the testing
component to insert a concrete component. It means the improved code is possible to work as a

production purpose or a testing purpose. At the end of Step 5, a mock object has been prepared that can
assign parameters and observe the results. At the end of Step 6, the testing component has inserted a
mock object suitable for the testing situations that enable the testing component to control/observe the
behavior of the test target object via the mock object.
There are various conditions for the design of the test target component, it is not necessary to
complete the steps from Step 1. Moreover, learners must evaluate the design of the test target
component and decide which step is appropriate for the component. Also, sometimes the learners
decide to skip the steps that are not necessary to the design conditions.

3.3 Extending the Learning Flow
Figure 3 shows our extended learning flow from the previous TLS that did not support the design with
mock techniques. In this study, we extended the step (1), (4)-B1, and (4)-B2 for improving the design
with mock techniques. At the step (1), we explained the essential concepts for the design analysis and
improvements in lecture-style method: Testability concepts, OOD features, design example with mock,
and other knowledge for testable component design with mock techniques. In this study, we employ the
existing steps (2), (3), (4)-A, and (5) for analysis and improvement of the design without mock
techniques. The extended step (4)-B1 contains Step 1 and the step (4)-B2 contains Step 2-6 discussed in
section 3.2.

Figure 3. Extended Learning Flow

3.4 Extended System’s Supporting Functions
3.4.1 Design Comparison View
To let learners identify their design of the component at the current step and the differences between the
expected design of components and one at the current step, we extended the previous TLS to provide
learners a view showing the both for comparing in Figure 4. This view shows the design of components
in UML class diagram like format. In the view of their design at the current step, the mnemonics of the
components follow the current real components the learners modified in their practice. Additionally, the
system emphasizes the differences between the expected design and the design at the current step.
Furthermore, the system also identifies where the learners should improve at the next step and the
learners have successfully improved.

Figure 4. Comparison view between the expected design and the design at the current step

3.4.2 Message Feedback Strategies in Extended Steps
At each step, the system should provide feedbacks to learners who decide to choose a method of
improvement. The feedbacks should encourage the learners by confirming their decision, and let the
learners understand what features of the component are changed by their decided design change. In this
study, the expected design is fixed and the system provides a limited number of candidates to the
learners. Thus, the system’s feedback messages for possible learners’ choices can be predefined, and
the code mnemonics corresponding to the expected design can be inserted into the feedback messages.
Regarding the steps extended in our study, at the step (4)-B1, the system provides candidates of
code fragments in the test target method should be replaced by a mock object. If the learners choose
incorrect code fragments (the learners can edit code fragments from the provided candidates in “Test
Target Component Change Area” in Figure 5), the system provides learners feedback messages that
explain how the difference between the code fragments as a mock object and the expected design. At the
step (4)-B2 corresponds to Steps 2-6 in section 3.2, the learners can choose a candidate for the
appropriate method of design improvement while checking the current design of components and the
difference from the expected design by using the comparison view as Figure 5. If the learners choose
the correct method of design improvement, the system provides learners feedback messages that what
the features of the components are realized by the learners’ chosen design change. As for the incorrect
method of design improvement, the system provides feedback messages for the problems let by the
decision: syntax errors, exceptions occurred, losing the function of the original component design,
losing the features of the component, and remaining difficulties for testing. Like Figure 5, the feedback
messages generally consist of the four parts of information: instruction of the next step for the learner,
explanations for confirming the learners’ decided design changes, explanations for the effects of the
learners' design changes, and explanations for the remaining problems in the component design caused
by the inappropriate design changes.

Figure 5. System Interface at Step 4 in 4-B(2)

4. Evaluation Experiment

4.1 Hypothesis
There are two hypotheses about the learning effects in exercises with sample components required
design improvements by using mock techniques.
H1. Learners using our extended TLS increase their ability to analyze the causes of difficulties on the
test target component rather than learners using IDE with a mock framework.
H2. Learners using our extended TLS increase their ability to improve the design of components rather
than learners using IDE with a mock framework.

4.2 Evaluation Process
Figure 6 shows an overview of the evaluation process. At first, we collected 17 college students for the
evaluation. 6 students are 3rd grade, 9 students are 4th grade, and 2 students are 1st grade in the graduate
school. These subjects have basic knowledge of Java programming language confirmed 3 questions
about them in the first 5 minutes in the pre-test. However, we eliminated 1 subject in the pre-test after
our lecture for the subjects, because he acquired enough abilities only from the lecture.
In the pre-test, we also gave the subjects 2 problems improving the design of the component
with mock techniques; one lacks Controllability, another lacks Observability. We categorized 8
subjects into the experimental group and 8 subjects into the control group based on the pre-test. The
experimental group completes a new exercise improving the design of components with mock
techniques with our extended TLS. The control group completes the same exercise with Eclipse IDE
and the JUnit testing framework. While the experimental group received the tutorial for the TLS, the
control group received the guide for analyzing/improving steps based on Figure 3. After these exercises,
we gave a post-test with the same design improvement problems in their pre-test to both groups.
Regarding the evaluation of the design improvement problems in the pre-test and the post-test,
the subjects answered on the answer sheets in 30 minutes. The answer sheet provided the subjects the
codes of the original components. On the answer sheet, they can choose code fragments by enclosing
with a square, and modify the codes into their improved codes. We evaluated the subject’s answers
whether the subject can answer corresponding to the results of the analysis step (2) and (3) in Figure 3
and whether the subject can complete their design improvement corresponding to the step (4)-B1 and
(4)-B2 including 6 steps discussed in section 3.2. Finally, we converted the evaluation scores of each
portion on 10-scale points. As the result, a subject was evaluated in total of 40 points in both the
post-test and the post-test. Additionally, we measured the difference between the scores of the pre-test
and the post-test.

Figure 6. Overview of the Evaluation Process

4.3 Results
Table 1 shows the average scores in the pre-test and the post-test, the difference scores between both
groups, and the difference scores between the pre-test and the post-test. The asterisks *, ** indicate that
the coefficients are statistically different from zero at the 5 and 3 percent level based on Welch’s

two-sided t-test, respectively. The difference in the average scores in the pre-test was not statistically
different between both groups. Also, the differences from the score of the pre-test and the post-test
indicate the learning effects of the exercises in each group. Therefore, the difference in the learning
effects in the experimental group and the control group is evaluated by comparing with the both
difference scores.
For observing the learning effects for individual abilities, Table 2, Table 3 show the
differences in the average score of the analysis steps and the design improvement steps. Also, these
tables show the scores separately for the type of problems: controllability and observability.
For observing which step the subjects completed or failed, Figure 7 shows the number of
subjects who scored 0.5 or more points at each step in the post-test. Each step evaluated from 0 to 1 at an
interval 0.25. Besides, it shows the number of subjects who completed the whole steps with their score
more than the threshold. The threshold worked for focusing the design improvement portion on whether
the learner can proceed with the next step excluding the effects from negligible mistakes like
misspelling, slight syntax problems.
Table 1.
Differences in the average scores between the pre-test and the post-test (out of 40 points)
Pre-test
Post-test
Difference
Experimental
16.56
30.27
13.71
Control
15.62
19.82
4.20
Difference
0.94
10.45
9.51**
Table 2.
Difference in the average score of the analysis steps (out of 10 points for each problem)
Observability
Controllability
Pre-test
Post-test
Difference
Pre-test
Post-test Difference
Experimental
8.13
9.38
1.25
5.63
10.00
4.38
Control
5.94
6.56
0.63
6.25
8.13
1.88
Difference
2.19
2.82
0.63
-0.62
1.87
2.50
Table 3.
Difference in the average score of the design improvement steps (out of 10 points for each problem)
Observability
Controllability
Pre-test
Post-test
Difference
Pre-test
Post-test
Difference
Experimental
1.25
5.33
4.08
1.56
5.57
4.01
Control
1.44
1.46
0.02
1.99
3.67
1.68
Difference
-0.19
3.87
4.06**
-0.43
1.90
2.33

Figure 7. Number of Subjects who completed each step in the post-test

4.4 Discussion
As for the difference of the learning effect between the experimental group and the control group in
Table 1, the score 9.51 that was statistically different from zero at the 3 percent level confirmed more
learning effects of our extended TLS than the learning with only standard IDEs.
Regarding H1, Table 2 shows that the scores of the post-test for the experimental group were
9.38 and 10.0 for the problem that lacks Controllability and the problem that lacks Observability. These
scores indicated the subjects in the experimental group almost completely resolved the problems in the
post-test. Even though the differences in the learning effects: 0.63 and 2.50 in Table 2 did not have a
significant difference by t-test, learning with our extended TLS has enough educational effects for
increasing learners’ ability to analyze the causes of difficulties of the test target component to be
automated tested with mock techniques.
Regarding H2, Table 3 shows that the scores of the post-test for the experimental group were
5.33 and 5.57 for the problem that lacks Controllability and the problem that lacks Observability. These
scores indicated the subjects in the experimental group still made some mistakes in the post-test. As for
the differences of the learning effects, the difference score 4.06 for the problem that lacks Observability
had a significant difference by t-test. Even though the difference score 2.33 for the problem that lacks
Controllability did not have a significant difference by t-test, both difference scores are not negative.
Thus, H2 is partially supported by the results.
Besides, Figure 7 shows that a greater number of subjects in the experimental group satisfied at
each step in the post-test rather than the subjects in the control group. It indicated that learning with our
extended TLS has learning effects at every step rather than the learning with only standard IDEs. Also,
the learning with our extended TLS may not support all learners but is potentially able to let learners
increase their abilities to complete all steps because 2 subjects in the experimental group completed all
steps. Regarding OOD features and Testability, learners choose appropriate code fragments based on
the Decomposability perspective at Step 1; At Step 2, 3 and 5, learners require knowledge of inheritance
and polymorphism to identify the common interface for multiple components and modify the code for
invoking these components via the interface; At Step 4, learners improve the design of the test target
component for realizing the concept of dynamic binding. The relatively small number of the subjects in
both groups satisfied Step 5. It indicated that our extended TLS can support learners in Step 1, 2, 3, and
5 related to the concept of decomposability and inheritance. However, it also indicated that most
learners lack of understanding of dynamic binding and the method of design improvement, and our
extended TLS is also far from enough to support learners for the point.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we extended previous TLS (Testability Learning System) for supporting learners to
improve the design of the test target component with mock techniques. We summarized the design
improvement process into 6 steps and implemented supporting features in the extended TLS. For
modifying the component into the expected design, it is required that the learners can utilize some
principles of the object-oriented design: inheritance, polymorphism, and dynamic bindings. Also, to
choose the appropriate method of improvement, they must analyze the component design by the
Testability perspectives: Controllability, Observability, and Decomposability. Although it is difficult
for novice programming learners to apply these knowledges into the concrete design of components,
our preliminary evaluation indicated some learning effects of the system to increase the learners’
practical skills of analyzing and improving the design of test target components. On the other hand, the
evaluation indicated that most learners made mistakes the design improvement step related with
dynamic binding even though the learners can receive some feedbacks by the system.
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